In this issue, we focus on changes in authorship patterns over time. Over the past 100 years the Review has gone from publishing a small number of repeat authors to reflecting the views of a wider and more diverse set of contributors. The graphs below help fill in the details of this transformation.
Author and Article Counts
Number of articles and unique authors by year of publication Between the 1920s and the 2010s, the Review grew to publish seven times as many authors per year. About 70% of this growth came from an increase in the number of attributed articles published per year, and the remaining 30% came from increased coauthorship rates.
Data source: Metadata provided by JSTOR (1919 JSTOR ( -1996 and the MIT Press (1997 -2017 . Not all articles published in the Review had attributed authors. In the early years, the journal also published unattributed editorials and bulletins on economic statistics from around the world. 
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Newer Voices
Repeats in the authorship pool within a five-year window
Over the past 100 years, 3,220 unique authors have contributed to the journal. Most of them-over 60%-have contributed only once over the whole lifetime of the journal (see inset). In the beginning, the Review relied almost exclusively on authors who made multiple submissions. Over 90% of articles in the first five years came from authors who published more than once. By contrast, between 2010 and 2015, this number was only 21%.
Data source: Metadata provided by JSTOR (1919 JSTOR ( -1996 and the MIT Press (1997 -2017 . The main figure plots the fraction of articles within each five-year period from authors who published in the Review in that same five-year period. We see a similar pattern if we look at repeat authorship rates within a ten-year period instead.
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Fraction of authors who are female or have non-English names
Before the 1970s, the female authorship rate remained low. The years 1937 to 1939 were an exception, partly because Dorothy Wescott, assistant editor of the journal, received attribution for articles that summarized quarterly trends in business statistics. These articles remained mostly unattributed in previous and future issues of the Review. In contrast, since the 1970s, the share of female authors has been growing at a rate of 4 percentage points per decade. Over the same period, the share of non-English names has been growing twice as fast. At the current rate of growth, women will represent half of published authors only by the end of the century.
